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How to put gif into google slides

A GIF animation is a great way to add fun variety to your presentation. They can be much more engaging than still images, because movement does a better job of attracting audience attention. In this screen, you'll learn several ways to add GIFs to Google Slides in just 60 seconds. Get your copy of our free presentation e-book If you're
creating some kind of presentation, you want your presentation to be the best it can be. Learn how to create powerful presentations in our free e-book: The complete guide to creating great presentations. It will present you the presentation process from start to finish. Note: In this tutorial we use professionally designed Balaga Google
Slides Template. You can find more great Google Presentation templates for Envato elements or GraphicRiver. One way to add interest to your presentation is by adding GIFs. Let's immerse ourselves in our tutorial on how to put a GIF in Google Slides. How to add a GIF to Google Slides (Watch &amp; quot;&quot; &amp; &amp;learn)
Note: Watch this short tutorial on-screen or follow the quick steps below that complement this video. 1. Add downloaded GIF images Drag and drop a GIF image from your computer into a Google Slides presentation to insert it. The easiest way to add a GIF file is simply to drag a GIF file and drop it over your presentation. Navigate to the
location of the computer where the image is stored, click and drag it to drop it on the slide. 2. Move and Resize GIF Image Click and Drag to move gif anywhere on the slide. Once it appears on the slide, you can manipulate the image just like everyone else. Click and drag to move the GIF to another location, or grab an angle and pull to
resize and change the size. You can also add multiple GIFs to one slide. Be careful, however – too much and risk distracting your audience. 3. Add gif From URL There are other great ways to add GIFs to your presentation. Assume that you want to use a GIF file online, but you have not downloaded it. It's okay. In fact, you can host a GIF
to a website URL, and Google Slides will drag it straight onto the slide. Just be sure that the creator has a GIF licensed for use in the work of others. Go to the Insert Image menu &gt; &gt; from url to drop into gif URL. When you're ready to insert a GIF from a URL, go to the Insert slide bar tab, select Image, and then click By URL. Then
just paste into your URL and click Insert in Windows. Gif will appear immediately on your slide, can be resized and scaled like any other. If you plan to use your presentation for a long period of time, be sure to keep track of the URL from time to time to make sure the GIF is still there. 4. Completion As you can see, GIF images bring a new
life to presentation. They are a modern and fun visual way to tell your story and convey your message. Start using them today and watch your audience become more engaged. Envato Envato Google Slides Tutorials Learn more in our Google Slides tutorials about Envato Tuts+. We have an assortment of Materials for Google
Presentations, such as these useful tutorials: Google Presentations How to use Google Slides animations and hour transitions Laura Spencer Google Slides 30+ Cool Google Slides Themes (With aesthetic slide design Ideas for 2020) Shaun Hodge Google slides How to make a graphic online in Google Slides in 60 seconds Andrew
Childress Create the perfect presentation on Google Slides (free download PDF e-book) You just learned how to add a GIF to Google Slides. But there's a lot more you can learn that will help you create a better presentation on Google Slides. To learn more about how to create a powerful presentation, download our e-book: The complete
guide to creating great presentations. Get it for free with a Tuts+ business newsletter subscription. Now that you've learned about using GIFs on Google Slides, why not download one of our great Google Slides templates on Envato Elements or GraphicRiver and start creating Google Slides presentations with a GIF today? People love
their GIFs. Putting a GIF in Google Slides can be a great way to get the point or add laughter to keep people interested in your presentation. If you don't know how to put GIFs in Google Presentations, you might miss making your presentations to the next level. This article will give you step-by-step instructions that you need to learn how
to add a GIF to Google Slides to make your presentations stand out. Before you start, you need to know that inserting a GIF is quite easy to do. However, the problem is that if you don't follow specific steps, you'll notice that GIFs aren't animated. This guide will show you how to add GIFs to your presentation correctly. Find a GIF in Google
The first thing to do is find a GIF. You can go to images.google.com and then search for the perfect GIF for your Google Slides presentation. You want to make sure that you choose something that is appropriate for your presentation. Click the Search Tools area, then select Animated. Choosing Animated is essential to ensure that you get
a working GIF for your presentation. Copy the URL after you find the perfect GIF, you can right-click the image. Click where it says, Copy image link or Copy image address, depending on the browser you are using. You need to insert the image using the URL; otherwise the animations will not work. Add GIFs to Google Slides Click the
Insert tab in the ribbon tools, and then select Image. Here you will get a URL option. Paste the URL, and then click the Insert option in the dialog box. This will cause the GIF to appear immediately on the slide. Side note: If you keep this slide for a while during the presentation, you should check the URL to make sure the GIF stays in
place. Insert the URL and press the option If the GIF is too large or you don't like its positioning, you can change it as you can with any other image. Adjust it as needed until you're happy with the way it looks. You want to make sure that it scales appropriately to avoid funny-looking GIF. You're not just stuck settling GIFs that you can find
online to add them to your Google Slides. You can also create great GIFs for your presentation. You can create a GIF and then add it to Google Drive by uploading it. You can also use GIFs in other parts of Google Suite and improve your documents. GIFs are up to date at the moment and can be exactly what you need to give your
Google Slide presentation to get the right attention. People get bored very quickly, so by adding visual interest by placing a fun GIF in the presentation; you can keep their interest while presenting your presentation. GIFs are the modern needs of your presentation. In case you haven't noticed animated GIFs, these moving photos, which
are almost like videos, are in the world. It is no longer enough just to have a great image in your presentation; you need to engage them with a little animation. Even better, GIFs offer an excellent way to show the steps to help teachers and students learn new skills! This post is part 2 in a series of Google presentations. Did you miss part
one? How to make your presentations in Google shine. Note: This works throughout the Google Drive app package! Simply store it in Documents and Slides for the purposes of this post.  Click on To Tweet It's not hard to insert GIFs into Docs and Slides, but there's only one way to make them work. If you try to import, you will notice
that they are not animated. Here's how to insert GIFs correctly: Find a GIF You can use the Advanced Find Filter in Google images to find GIFs. Watch the animation below for example. Go to images.google.com and type the search terms Click on the Search Tools button Under type, select animated Click to copy a copy of the GIF image
Find the URL (or Image address as it is called in Chrome) of the GIF you want to use. Just right click to copy the image address as shown in the animation below. (Note: this will vary in other browsers, but you need to use Chrome anyway!) Insert by URL into documents, slides, sheets, drawings, etc. The only way to get the work
animation is to insert by URL. On the document/slide, go to the Insert menu. Select Select Image URL Copy and paste the address of the image that you copied above. Click Select to insert the image. Finish! So take the time to forge your presentations, documents, and more with animated GIFs. This is a great way to engage students
(and adults). Your animations can be about humor and other emotional reactions, or they can be to show how to perform tasks, as I did above. Note: I used Chrome Chrome to create these animations, but the extension will be discontinued in August. What do you use to create GIFs? This post is part 2 in a series of Google presentations.
Did you miss part one? How to make your presentations in Google shine. Want more ideas for Google presentations? Join Google SLIDES Master Class Online Course I often refers to Google Slides as the Swiss army knife of G Suite tools because it is able to be much more than a presentation tool. In this course you will learn how to
use slides in new and unexpected ways in the classroom that will engage your students and make learning more dynamic! K-12 teachers will love this course! This class is ideal for beginners to intermediate users to take their skills to the next level and become a Google Slides master! (Prerequisite: basic slide knowledge, how to access,
and create new slides.) Click here to learn more and sign up today! Learn all about the course What is included? Self-standing video-based tutorials 3 BONUS Tutorials!!! Bonus 1: Stop Motion Bonus Animation 2: How to create magnetic poetry with slides and drawings bonus 3: 50 Google Slides and project ideas supporting resources
best practices and tips 6 hours of professional training credit purchase orders accepted (Kasey email only[at]ShakeUpLearning.com (replace [c] with @.) Bulk License Discounts Get your entire team, campus, or area on board Click here to learn more and sign up today! Check out all my resources for Google Slides here! © shake up
learning 2020. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of this material without the express and written permission of the author and/or owner of this blog is strictly prohibited. Samples and links may be used provided that full and clear credit is given to Kasey Bell and Shake Up Learning with an appropriate and specific direction to the original
content of ShakeUpLearning.com. Look: Copyright policy. Policy.
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